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Blinded by the Accent! The Minor Role of Looks in Ethnic Categorization

Tamara Rakić, Melanie C. Steffens, and Amélie Mummendey
Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany

The categories that social targets belong to are often activated automatically. Most studies investigating
social categorization have used visual stimuli or verbal labels, whereas ethnolinguistic identity theory
posits that language is an essential dimension of ethnic identity. Language should therefore be used for
social categorization. In 2 experiments, using the “Who Said What?” paradigm, the authors investigated
social categorization by using accents (auditory stimuli) and looks (visual stimuli) to indicate ethnicity,
either separately or in combination. Given either looks or accents only, the authors demonstrated that
ethnic categorization can be based on accents, and the authors found a similar degree of ethnic
categorization by accents and looks. When ethnic cues of looks and accents were combined by creating
cross categories, there was a clear predominance of accents as meaningful cues for categorization, as
shown in the respective parameters of a multinomial model. The present findings are discussed with
regard to the generalizability of findings using one channel of presentation (e.g., visual) and the
asymmetry found with different presentation channels for the category ethnicity.

Keywords: accents, social categorization, “Who said what?” paradigm, multinomial model, ethnolinguistic
identity theory

People we meet in our everyday life are extremely complex and
multifaceted. Each individual belongs to multiple social categories
simultaneously. The same category can even be present in more
than one cue. Language, as one possible cue, can influence per-
ception and impression formation in many ways, starting from
what one has said to how it was said. For instance, when thinking
about the population of the European Union, one grasps quickly
that the visual differences between members of its constituent
countries are not very big in contrast to the many languages that
are spoken. Imagine an Italian and a German woman interacting.
On the basis of their looks alone, one can imagine that the given
difference would not be as clear as in the case of, for example, a
man and a women interacting. However, as soon as they start
speaking German, one would “see” the difference between them.

How and when people categorize others is one of the big
questions in social psychology where the catch-22 between exper-

imental control and ecological validity becomes obvious. The vast
majority of studies have only used visual stimuli (including group
labels) to indicate different social categories, even with regard to
those categories in which other types of stimuli could be as
important, or more important. The aim of the present article was to
test social categorization when ethnicity, as a category, is pre-
sented with either looks or accents, or both.

Social Categorization

Categorization is natural and an inevitable tendency of the
human mind (Allport, 1954). There has been a wide range of
research on categorical thinking (e.g., Brewer, 1988; Fiske &
Neuberg, 1990; Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000; Sherman, Castelli,
& Hamilton, 2002). It seems that a need for better understanding,
as well as a need to simplify the complexity of the world, lead
people to spontaneously use categories (for reviews on simple and
cross-categorization, see Crisp & Hewstone, 2006; van Knippen-
berg, van Twuyver, & Pepels, 1994). Similar rules are applied both
to physical objects and to people.

A fundamental characteristic of person perception and catego-
rization is that people react to the first available and meaningful
information to categorize others (Fiske & Neuberg, 1990). Fea-
tures that are perceived as less informative are also less likely to be
used in impression formation or categorization. Hence, the number
of all possible categories that could potentially be applied is
limited to those that are highly informative, whereas at the same
time, less informative categories are being inhibited (cf. Stangor,
Lynch, Duan, & Glas, 1992). In other words, the way one per-
ceives or categorizes a person depends on the selection of infor-
mation that is available and its salience or importance. Theoreti-
cally, category salience is a function of accessibility and fit. In
other words, categories become salient when they fit the data and
are accessible at the same time (Bruner, 1957; Oakes, 1987).
Accessibility refers to the simplicity with which a category comes
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to mind, or, more specifically, it refers to the probability that a
category will be used given appropriate external stimuli (e.g.,
Bruner, 1957). The chronic accessibility of categories such as
gender, age, and race or ethnicity has been proposed to explain
their prominence (e.g., Stangor et al., 1992).

Although verbal category labels have been used in many studies
that have yielded important insights concerning the categorization
process, mere verbal labels cannot grasp the complexity of the
social world (Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). Indeed, verbal stim-
uli represent individual categories, while at the same time they
neglect all other information that is present in real-life encounters.
In other words, category labels polarize one’s perception (Yam-
auchi & Yu, 2008). Gilbert and Hixon (1991) used the example of
a “Black fireman” to explain how, for literate adults, reading a
multiple label would simultaneously activate both categories.
However, in the case of actually encountering a Black fireman, it
could be that only fireman is activated, because it is more salient
or more appropriate from the context. Empirical evidence indicates
that people require different information-processing solutions
when confronted with labels and people (Gilbert & Hixon, 1991).
Zàrate and Smith (1990), while commenting on the use of the label
Black person noted that: “Linguistic descriptions . . . force a single
categorization, in contrast to the real person who is not only black
but (perhaps) young, male, well dressed, tall, speaking with South-
ern accent, and so on” [italics added] (p. 162).

A question that arises is whether the same category would be
perceived as equally meaningful when presented visually or audi-
torily. In fact, one of most fascinating aspects of human perception
is the extraordinary ability to integrate different sensory modalities
(i.e., vision, hearing, touch, taste, smell). Undeniably, seeing a
visual representation of a given target while hearing the target
speak is closer to a real-life situation of encountering others than
a verbal label alone and appears very informative in (research on)
person perception (cf. Kamachi, Hill, Lander, & Vatikiotis-
Bateson, 2003; see also Zuckerman, Miyake, & Hodgins, 1991).
Though auditory stimuli have been used in some previous studies
(e.g., Mummendey, Otten, Berger, & Kessler, 2000; S. E. Taylor,
Fiske, Etcoff, & Ruderman, 1978), they were almost exclusively
used as a carrier of content (i.e., of stereotypical statements). One
exception to this practice was made by Yzerbyt, Leyens, and
Bellour (1995) in a study on the ingroup overexclusion effect. The
authors used Belgium as a bilingual context and native French (i.e.,
Wallon) and Dutch speakers (i.e., Flemish) to indicate group
membership of target speakers. The participants, who themselves
were members of one of the two groups, had to decide whether a
given target speaker was an in- or outgroup member. The results
confirmed the ingroup overexclusion effect especially when short
outgroup sentences were spoken by an ingroup member, because
that made spotting the accent more difficult: In doubt, participants
preferred to exclude a given target from the ingroup. More gen-
erally, these results show that accents are sometimes used for
ingroup–outgroup categorization.

Language and Ethnicity

Spoken language (i.e., speech) is content itself and not just a
simple carrier of content (Giles & Powesland, 1975; see also Giles
& Billings, 2004, for a 40-year review). In ancient history, lan-
guage was already seen as an important part of every single person,

as is testified by the origin of the word personality that comes from
Latin per (through) and sonare (to sound), hence the literal mean-
ing is “to sound through.” Empirical studies confirm people’s
tendency to use speech style and voice as relevant information for
evaluating personality traits of others (e.g., Allport & Cantril,
1934; Zuckerman & Driver, 1989; Zuckerman et al., 1991). Ko,
Judd, and Blair (2006; see also Ko, Judd, & Stapel, 2009) recently
showed that the quality of a voice (i.e., femininity) had a stronger
influence on stereotype application than target gender itself. Ad-
ditionally, different manners of speaking the same language are
associated with different stereotypes, as in the example of the
French language in France, Belgium, and Switzerland (Yzerbyt,
Provost, & Corneille, 2005).

Ethnolinguistic identity theory (ELIT; Giles, Bourhis, & Taylor,
1977; Giles & Coupland, 1991; Giles & Johnson, 1981, 1987)
indicates the importance of language for the ethnic categorization
of self and others. This theory is based on communication accom-
modation theory (CAT; Shepard, Giles, & Le Poire, 2001; see also
Giles, 1973, for the original speech accommodation theory). CAT
attempts to explain possible reasons and effects of changes in
manner of speaking in different communication situations. In any
given interaction, one may or may not adjust one’s way of speak-
ing based on one’s interlocutor and context. One can have different
reasons for not accommodating. For example, nonaccommodation
can be used as a tool to distinguish oneself from others or due to
incapacity to converge to standard language. In addition, different
attributions can be made by listeners for a lack of accommodation.
Nonaccommodation (i.e., a nonstandard accent) due to a lack of
ability to accommodate can involuntarily reveal category member-
ship (e.g., ethnic background). This lack of accommodation is very
often the case with different ethnic minorities in a host country
(Bourhis, Giles, & Tajfel, 1973). The stronger the degree of a
nonstandard accent, the more negative are the evaluations of
targets (e.g., Ryan, Carranza, & Moffie, 1977). Considerable evi-
dence shows that (degree of) nonstandard accent serves as a cue in
the evaluation of speakers and influences their likelihood of get-
ting a job (e.g., Aboud, Clement, & Taylor, 1974; Elwell, Brown,
& Rutter, 1984). There is also nonaccommodation within the same
language (e.g., dialectic diversity). Moreover, the mere presence of
an accent is enough to indicate ethnic background. “Ethnicity is a
slippery concept” (Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1990, p. 310), but
at the same time there is strong evidence for a language-ethnicity
bond. Indeed, ethnic categorization is often manifest in the dis-
tinctiveness of different languages or dialects (or even accents).
Even small children prefer same-accent friends independently of
their race, indicating the centrality of accents (i.e., language) in
categorizing others (e.g., Kinzler, Dupoux, & Spelke, 2007; Kin-
zler, Shutts, Dejesus, & Spelke, 2009). Additionally, language has
been indisputably acknowledged to be one of the most essential
dimensions of ethnicity (D. M. Taylor, Bassili, & Aboud, 1973).
Changes of ethnic identity are accompanied by changes in lan-
guage preference and attitude (e.g., McNamara, 1987). Given this
central importance of language for ethnicity, one would expect to
find that studies on ethnic categorization have used language
variations besides visual stimuli (e.g., faces, names, etc.). This is
not the case (cf. Ko et al., 2006, for similar conclusions; see also
Gluszek & Dovidio, 2010, for a recent review on the stigma of
accents).
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In a nutshell, traditional lines of research (using almost exclu-
sively visual stimuli or labels) may not offer a complete picture
about social categorization that accounts for the full complexity of
reality. Our main research question was to test how looks and
accents determine ethnic categorization, both separately and in
combination. Even though we are not actually using different
categories theoretically, as is the case in cross-categorization stud-
ies, two different outcomes are possible when both looks and
accents provide ethnic information (e.g., targets look typically
Italian, or not, and they speak with an Italian accent, or not). First,
it is possible that both sources of information have an additive
relation and influence one another in categorization (e.g., Stangor
et al., 1992; Zuckerman et al., 1991). This would mean that both
sources of information are simultaneously used to classify a given
target, resulting in the most informative outcome (i.e., categoriza-
tion on the “subgroup” level). The second option is that due to
limited cognitive capacity, inhibition of one source of information
may occur. In other words, if there is an accentuation based on
accents (e.g., an Italian accent), then different looks (Italian and
German) could be assimilated (cf. Klauer, Ehrenberg, & Wegener,
2003). The accentuation hypothesis may appear unlikely, given
that we are not using different categories, but different sources of
information on the same categories. In other words, inhibition of
information about a typical Italian looks in the presence of a
typical Italian accent appears far-fetched. However, this language-
based accentuation hypothesis is in line with ELIT’s focus on
language.

Overview of the Experiments

In the European context, visual differences between people from
different countries are clearly perceivable. Most Europeans would
claim to recognize the typical Italian, typical German, or typical
British looks. We used Italian versus German targets in our ex-
periments with German participants because Italians are not un-
common, yet they are not strongly associated with negative ste-
reotypes or lower status (cf. Wenzel, Mummendey, & Waldzus,
2007). There are some studies covering stereotypes related to
Germans and Italians (e.g., Giles & Niedzielski, 1998; Krueger,
1996), though to the best of our knowledge there are no studies
looking systematically at German stereotypes of Italians (see also
Bianchi, Mummendey, Steffens, & Yzerbyt, 2010, for some find-
ings on Italian stereotypes as compared with Germans). Still it
seems that there is general stereotype acceptance among different
nationalities.

The first experiment set the stage for the main research question.
We separately tested the use of looks and accent to indicate
ethnicity. In one condition, ethnicity1 was indicated with typical
German and Italian looks only, and in the other with accents only
(standard German vs. German with Italian accent). To anticipate,
looks and accent, when present separately, provoked similar de-
grees of ethnic categorization. In Experiment 2, we then tested
ethnic categorization when both looks and accents in cross-
categories were used (e.g., there were some typically German-
looking targets, speaking with Italian accents).

In both experiments, we used the “Who Said What?” paradigm
(WSW; S. E. Taylor et al., 1978). In this paradigm, participants are
asked to observe a discussion of a small group. Subsequently, they
are asked to match speakers and statements. The rationale is: If

participants use a social category to organize information in mem-
ory, then more within-category confusions (e.g., confusing two
Italian targets with one another) than between-category confusions
(e.g., confusing an Italian target with a German one) should occur.
Thus, the spontaneous activation of social categories can be in-
vestigated because participants are not explicitly asked to catego-
rize targets (for an overview of WSW studies, see Klauer &
Wegener, 1998). Previous studies using the WSW paradigm to
investigate race or ethnicity (e.g., Frable & Bem, 1985; Hewstone,
Hantzi, & Johnston, 1991; Kurzban, Tooby, & Cosmides, 2001;
Stangor et al., 1992; S. E. Taylor & Falcone, 1982) have not made
use of speech as a category indicator.

Material Selection

As stimulus sampling is a crucial starting point of any research
(Wells & Windschitl, 1999), we preselected and subsequently
pretested all faces and voices we used. To assure that the stimuli
used in our studies were adequate, we performed several indepen-
dent tests with participants who did not participate in any of our
experiments.

People can differentiate between several degrees of accented-
ness (Ryan et al., 1977). In order to describe our targets with
regard to this feature, we conducted a test with N � 30 students
(Mage � 21.20, SD � 2.58) to check for accentedness and fluency
of each speaker on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all)
to 7 (very strong accent/very fluent). As expected, Italian speakers
were perceived as having a very strong accent (Ms � 6.07)
compared with German speakers (Ms � 2.07), F(1, 29) � 863.26,
p � .05, �p

2 � .97. The opposite pattern was found for perceived
fluency, F(1, 29) � 151.55, p � .05, �p

2 � .84, with German
speakers (Ms � 6.18) being perceived as more fluent compared
with Italian speakers (Ms � 3.74). However, because the perceived
fluency of Italian speakers was not different from the scale mid-
point, t(29) � �1.53, p � .14, this did not negatively influence
comprehensibility.

For the purpose of comparing the influence of looks and accents
on categorization, it was vital to test the prototypicality of our
targets for the respective categories. A total of 42 students from the
Friedrich Schiller University Jena, Germany (30 women and 12
men, Mage � 22.95) evaluated all faces and voices in an analogous
way. The order of the face and voice evaluation was counterbal-
anced. In addition to prototypicality, attractiveness was rated
where large variations among stimuli might influence findings.

Faces of target males were portrayed in black-and-white photo-
graphs, with a respective height and width of 400 � 528 pixels on
a screen resolution of 1024 � 768 pixels. We decided to use only
male targets to avoid any possible gender influence on our findings
(e.g., Lambert, 1967). All target voices and faces were rated for
attractiveness as well as for both German and Italian prototypical-
ity on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very
much). We thus obtained four typical Italian targets (Ms � 5.4 for
prototypical Italian and 1.3 for prototypical German), four typical
German targets (Ms � 1.77 and 5.82, respectively), and eight
neutral targets (Ms � 3.47 and 4.24, difference: t � 1). All three
groups of targets were equal on attractiveness (all ts � 1).

1 We use the general term ethnicity even though we are aware that
throughout history, there was mixing of ethnicities in Italy and Germany.
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Speakers were native German and Italian men who were trained
to speak the statements fluently with the same speed in order to
avoid a possible influence of speech rate. All speakers spoke
flawless German (i.e., without any grammatical errors); the only
difference was the presence or absence of an Italian accent. The
native German speakers each spoke without a distinctive or dis-
cernible dialect (we refer to them as “standard German speakers”),
whereas the content of the statements (same also for native Italian
speakers) was not in any way too formal or unusual for university
context because all statements have been already extensively pre-
tested (see Klauer & Wegener, 1998). All native Italian speakers
were from northern Italy so that individual differences within
Italian accents would not play any role (even though it is reason-
able to assume that German participants would not be sensitive
enough to perceive these differences). In addition to ratings of
voice attractiveness and German and Italian prototypicality of
accents, participants also judged whether speakers with an Italian
accent were easily comprehensible or demanding to follow,
and because no problems were reported (Mcomprehensible � 6.17,
Mdemanding � 1.88), all speakers were used. We thus obtained a
sample of six native German (Ms � 5.69 for prototypical German
and 1.43 for prototypical Italian) and four native Italian speakers
(Ms � 6.16 for prototypical Italian and 1.82 for prototypical
German) who were judged as equally attractive (t � 1). A com-
parison of the face and accent ratings on prototypicality yielded no
evidence for the potential assumption that differences between
categories on the face dimension were smaller than those on the
accent dimension (t � 1).

Finally, a test with 18 students (11 women and seven men;
Mage � 23.39) was run to test the perceived similarity of different
voices within the same accent group. This test was run in order to
exclude that the similarity among the Italian voices exceeded that
among the German voices. Participants heard different speakers
one after the other and had to compare them pairwise. The com-
parison was done on a 7-point Likert scale, with 1 indicating
definitely a different speaker, 4 not sure, and 7 definitely the same
speaker. We counterbalanced the order of voice presentation be-
tween participants (no significant interaction was found for order
or participants’ gender, all Fs � 1). We found a significant effect
of speaker’s accent group on perceived similarity, F(1, 14) � 8.13,
p � .05, �p

2 � .37, with German native speakers being perceived
as more similar (M � 3.81, SD � 1.21) than Italian native speakers
(M � 3.25, SD � 0.96). A t test confirmed that only Italian voices
were significantly different from the midpoint of the scale, t(17) �
�3.33, p � .05, compared with German voices (t � 1). In other
words, people were unable to tell whether two German speakers
were the same person or not, whereas they could distinguish the
Italian speakers as different people. More important, the direction
of this effect is opposite to an outgroup homogeneity effect (e.g.,
Ackerman et al., 2006; S. E. Taylor et al., 1978). In this way, it was
possible to attribute any possible finding of outgroup homogeneity
in the categorization experiments to accent group and not to the
materials used.

With two additional preexperiments (total N � 144), we estab-
lished that ethnic categorization in the original WSW paradigm is
triggered both by the visual stimuli (typical German vs. Italian
looks) and the auditory stimuli we used (standard German vs.
German with Italian accent). The same effects were found whether
the other stimuli were present or absent (i.e., in visually cued

categorization, the voice was either present, but insignificant, or
completely absent, and in auditory-cued categorization, neutral
faces were present or completely absent). We replicated these
preexperiments in Experiment 1 by using a multinomial modeling
approach.

Experiment 1

The traditional WSW paradigm (S. E. Taylor et al., 1978), as
used in our preexperiments, has been criticized by Klauer and
Wegener (1998) in several respects. First, participants are forced to
guess whether they do not remember a given statement. Partici-
pants frequently fail to distinguish between old and new items,
thus their item memory is less than perfect. To the degree that
participants are only guessing, between and within category errors
level themselves out. This is even more probable when there is no
structural fit (Oakes, 1987): if the content of a statement is useless
for identifying the source (as is the case in our experiments).
Second, the same outcome (e.g., a correct assignment of a state-
ment to a speaker) could be caused by different underlying pro-
cesses (i.e., memory vs. guessing) that cannot be discriminated in
the traditional WSW paradigm. A third problem concerns person
memory. If one particular target is so well remembered that almost
all of his statements are correctly assigned to him, the difference of
within- and between-category errors would be zero, even though
his category membership might be highly salient. Most important,
the multinomial model allows comparing the activation of a tar-
get’s social category (on the basis of looks vs. accents) indepen-
dent of remembering the individual target and independent of
guessing processes. Overall, misinterpretations of results obtained
by means of the original WSW paradigm can be avoided using a
multinomial model.

It would be useful to discriminate between item memory (mem-
ory for a given statement); person memory (memory that a specific
speaker made a given statement); category memory (given item
discrimination, but a lack of person memory, is there memory for
a target’s category membership?); and the respective guessing
processes. These different parameters are of central importance,
especially the category memory parameters, as they can show
whether two stimulus types used (i.e., looks and accents) are
comparable or different to begin with (see Klauer & Wegener,
1998, Experiment 3 for details). By making a minor change to the
original WSW procedure, these cognitive processes can be esti-
mated using a multinomial processing tree model (Riefer & Batch-
elder, 1988) introduced by Klauer and Wegener: In the matching
task, besides statements from the discussion part, participants also
receive new statements. Only if a given statement is categorized as
old (i.e., previously presented), all the targets appear, and the
participant indicates which target made this statement.

The main aim of Experiment 1 was to test whether ethnic
categorization would be observed to the same degree in both the
face (i.e., typical looks) and voice (i.e., accents) condition.
Whereas finding ethnic categorization in the face condition would
be a conceptual replication of previous findings, ethnic categori-
zation based on accents has not been demonstrated before.

Method

Participants. A total of 60 students from the Friedrich
Schiller University Jena participated. Half of them were randomly
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assigned to the Face condition (22 women and 5 men), the other
half to the Voice condition (19 women and 10 men). The remaining
four participants did not indicate their gender. The participants’
age ranged from 18 to 31 (M � 21.78, SD � 2.71).

After giving their consent to take part in the experiment, par-
ticipants undertook the experiment individually on the computer,
in one session of about 20–25 min. At the end, participants were
fully debriefed and rewarded for their participation with either a
chocolate bar or partial course credit.

Materials and procedure. In the Face condition, the pre-
tested photographs of four Italian- and four German-looking tar-
gets were used, while the statements they allegedly made were
presented in written form. Similarly, in the Voice condition, eight
neutral looking male targets, four of them paired with statements
in standard German and four with statements spoken with an
Italian accent by the men whose voices had been pretested were
used. Statements from a pool of around 200 statements used in
previous studies on social categorization (Klauer & Wegener,
1998) were used.2 Statements expressed general critical points
about the university on various particular topics, for instance,
exams, seminar rooms, assignments, and the library. From this
pool, a total of 48 statements were used in the discussion (another
48 statements on the same topics were presented only in the
matching part). Statements were randomized in such a way be-
tween targets that each made six statements on six different sub-
jects. For instance, every target made one statement concerning the
library. In this way, it was impossible to use the content of the
statements as a cue in the matching task.

Following S. E. Taylor and colleagues (1978), participants were
instructed at the beginning of the experiment to try to form an
impression of the group as a whole during the discussion. After the
initial instruction phase, participants observed a discussion be-
tween the eight male targets who made six statements each, either
in the Face condition or in the Voice condition. During the sub-
sequent matching task, 48 new statements were presented along-
side the 48 statements from the discussion, and participants first
decided whether a given statement was old (i.e., previously pre-
sented) or new (i.e., not previously presented). If the statement was
categorized as new, then another statement would appear on the
screen, whereas if it was categorized as old, then the pictures of all
targets from the discussion phase would appear, and participants
were asked to indicate which target made this statement. Impor-
tantly, this implies that faces were present both in the discussion
and in the matching task, whereas voices were only heard during
the discussion phase.

Results

We analyzed the results using the multinomial model validated
by Klauer and Wegener (1998). Multinomial models can be ap-
plied to any categorical data, and they allow estimating underlying
or latent cognitive processes (for an extended introduction, see
Klauer & Wegener, 1998, Appendix A). Each cognitive process
that is supposed to occur is represented with a certain parameter
that is estimated on the basis of frequencies obtained from the data
set. Each response is coded for one of the possible types of
answers. For example, if a given statement was from an Italian
target, it could be assigned either to him correctly, or to another
Italian target, or to a German one, or it could be categorized as a

new statement. So there are three sources (i.e., Italian target,
German target, and new statement), and each statement from each
source can be assigned to one of four possible sources (i.e., correct
speaker, Italian target, German target, and new statement).3

Figure 1 displays one tree of the multinomial processing tree
representation (Hu & Batchelder, 1994; Klauer & Wegener, 1998)
that describes the participants’ answers based on the hypothesized
underlying processes of item discrimination (parameter D), person
discrimination (parameter c), and category discrimination (param-
eter d) as well as three guessing processes. The three different
guessing processes are as follows: guessing the item status, old
versus new (parameter b); guessing the category (parameter a);
guessing the correct person within a given category (parameter
1/n). The units of measurement for the analyses are the frequencies
for each possible assignment (see Tables A1 and A2 for the data
matrix and frequencies). For instance, the total number of correct
assignments of statements to speakers is hypothesized to result
from four different combinations of cognitive processes: either by
correctly remembering the statement and speaker, or by remem-
bering the target category and making a lucky guess on the target,
or by guessing the target category and the target, or even by
guessing that the statement was old and then guessing the target
category and the target, as shown in Figure 1. Of course, a
multinomial model is only useful to the degree that its parameters
are valid representations of the underlying cognitive processes, as
this was demonstrated in an extended set of experiments by Klauer
and Wegener (1998).

To analyze our data, we used the AppleTree software (Rothke-
gel, 1999). Our multinomial model consisted of six trees, each
corresponding to a different source (Italian speaking, German
speaking, new source for the Voice condition; Italian looking,
German looking, and new source for the Face condition). The
goodness of fit of this model was evaluated by means of chi-square
tests. All 19 parameters were estimated using the maximum like-
lihood method as explained by Batchelder and Riefer (1999) to
obtain the baseline model. The baseline model4 (see Table 1) had
very satisfactory goodness of fit, �2(3, N � 5760) � 1.55, p � .67,
which was the precondition for testing our hypotheses.

We then tested alternative models against the baseline model to
see whether there were differences between the parameters. Non-
significant values of goodness of fit indicate that the deviation of
model predictions from the data is not significant (i.e., that the
model fits the data), indicating that the respective parameters do
not differ significantly. After setting item recognition (parameter
D) equal for the Face and Voice condition, the model did not fit the

2 We thank Karl Christoph Klauer for generously sharing his materials
with us.

3 A new statement can either be assigned to a wrong target or classified
correctly as a new statement but never to the correct speaker, because it
was not made during the discussion. So for new statements, only three
assignments are possible.

4 In order to obtain a baseline model and test whether it fits the data,
some parameters had to be set equal. To begin with, we set parameters
(corresponding to cognitive processes) for item discrimination equal within
each experimental condition (i.e., DI � DG � DN). Also, guessing the item
status (parameter b) was set equal between the two conditions. Finally, the
parameter corresponding to guessing the person within the correct category
(1/n) was kept constant at .25 throughout the categories and conditions.
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data anymore, ��2(1, N � 5760) � 8.4, p � .05, indicating that
item memory was superior in the Face than in the Voice condition.
Though not predicted, this finding can be explained with the fact
that in the Face condition, faces as well as written statements were
present both during the discussion as well as in the matching task,
facilitating memory retrieval over the Voice condition. Further-
more, setting person memory (parameter C) equal between the two
conditions, with ��2(3, N � 5760) � 6.8, p � .08, indicated that
person memory was somewhat better for the Face (C � .30) than
the Voice condition (C � .23). There were no other differences in
person memory concerning Italian and German targets, ��2(2,
N � 5760) � 2.11, p � .55.

Most important, there was no difference between category mem-
ory (given by parameter d) in the Face and Voice condition, ��2(3,
N � 5760) � 1.03, p � .79. This indicates that category activation
was independent of the stimuli used, that is, whether ethnicity was
presented in a visual (i.e., typical Italian- and German-looking
men) or auditory (i.e., speaking standard German or with an Italian
accent) manner. As is evident from the estimates and confidence
intervals shown in Table 1, category memory was clearly different
from zero, and the probability of remembering the category was
similar for Italian and German targets both in the Face and Voice

condition. Hence, we can conclude that the two conditions can be
considered equal (i.e., looks and accents activate ethnic categori-
zation to the same degree).

Discussion

The main finding of Experiment 1 was that ethnicity (German
vs. Italian in our case) was equally well presented with visual and
auditory stimuli. Given our stimuli, target categorization was not
influenced by the fact that ethnicity was presented with looks or
with accents. At the same time, better item discrimination in the
Face condition compared with the Voice condition indicated that
the presence of faces during both the discussion and matching task
facilitated the recognition of old statements. In contrast, in the
Voice condition, accents were present only during the discussion,
resulting in increased difficulty of the matching task. Whereas
target categorization based on typical Italian versus typical Ger-
man looks provides a conceptual replication of previous findings
using prototypical looks to indicate ethnicity, ours is the first
demonstration that different accents present during a discussion
influence social categorization observed at a later point in time. In
summary, with the use of the adjusted WSW procedure and using

Figure 1. Illustration of the multinomial model of social categorization in the modified “Who Said What?”
paradigm; partial tree for statements made by an Italian target. Response categories are shown in rectangles to
the right. DI � probability of detecting a statement made by a speaker from Category Italian; cI � person
discrimination parameter; dI � probability of correctly discriminating category of statement made by a speaker
from Category Italian; a � probability of guessing that a statement is made by a speaker from Category Italian;
b � probability of guessing that a statement is old.
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a validated multinomial model, Experiment 1 demonstrated that
both looks and accent can equally trigger social categorization.

Experiment 2

The aim of Experiment 2 was to test the influence of looks and
accents, when combined, on ethnic categorization. Hence, for
some of the targets there was congruent ethnic information (e.g.,
an Italian-looking male who speaks German with an Italian ac-
cent), and for some, it was incongruent (e.g., an Italian-looking
male who speaks standard German). Although we are not actually
using two different categories, our design can be compared with
those looking at cross-categorization.

Data from Experiment 1 suggest that, given our stimuli, both
looks and accent are equally salient, and thus participants should
tend to categorize on a subgroup level (i.e., taking into account
both looks and accent). In contrast, ELIT indicates that language is
the most important characteristic of one’s ethnic identity (e.g.,
Giles, 1977; D. M. Taylor et al., 1973). Therefore, given both
looks and accents as indicators of ethnicity, accents should be
perceived as more meaningful than looks, and as a consequence
should be used to categorize the targets. In other words, according
to ELIT, we expect that it should become rather irrelevant to
participants what the targets look like. Thus, the activation and
encoding on the basis of accents would inhibit the use of infor-
mation about looks (cf. Macrae & Bodenhausen, 2000). Our pre-
diction is in line with some previous findings (cf. Kurzban et al.,
2001), indicating that when a basketball team was made salient,
the target race became “invisible.” The structural difference be-
tween previous findings and our experiment is that we are not
dealing with cross-categorization (along different social catego-
ries), but different sources of information on the same category.

Two contrasting hypotheses can be deduced from the cross-
categorization literature, on the one hand, and from ELIT, on the
other. Following the cross-categorization literature, one would
expect the biggest difference between within-accent and within-
looks category errors, on the one hand, and on the other, between-

accent and between-looks category errors, with the former error
type also being the most numerous compared with all possible
errors. In other words, participants should tend to find the best fit
between individuating and categorizing the target by creating a
subgroup (that includes information from both looks and accent).
In contrast, based on ELIT, we would predict an interaction
between category and error type. To be precise, participants should
more often confuse targets belonging to the same accent category
independently of their looks category. The strongest empirical
evidence for ELIT would be obtained if remembering accents
happened as often as remembering both sources of information.

In an additional prestudy (N � 29) with the traditional WSW
paradigm, we counterbalanced the specific face–voice pairs across
conditions (e.g., in one condition, a given Italian-looking face was
paired with standard German, and in the other with an Italian
accent) in order to ensure that specific face–voice pairs do not
influence categorization. Additionally, we counterbalanced which
set of statements was used during the discussion part (the “old
statements” vs. the “new statements” from Experiment 1). Neither
face–voice pair nor set yielded main effects or interactions in any
analysis (all Fs � 1). Hence, specific face–voice pairings did not
influence our findings. However, we found that participants made
significantly more within looks-within accent and between looks-
within accent errors than any other error type, consistent with the
predictions based on ELIT. Because this method leaves some room
for alternative interpretations of findings, we used again a multi-
nomial model in Experiment 2.

In Experiment 2, we tested the underlying processes contribut-
ing to online categorization when both looks and accents allow for
social categorization. Our main hypothesis was that participants
accentuate the accent category and assimilate different looks cat-
egories. When comparing category memory based on accents with
category memory based on looks, the former should significantly
exceed the latter. Additionally, we tested whether category mem-
ory based on looks is significantly different from zero.

Method

Participants. Participants were 33 students (21 women and
12 men) from the Friedrich Schiller University Jena with different
majors. Their age ranged from 19 to 30 years (M � 22.64, SD �
2.76). Students took part in the experiment in individual sessions
of 20–25 min. At the end of the experiment, they were fully
debriefed and rewarded with either a chocolate bar or partial
course credit.

Materials and procedure. Materials were identical to those
used in Experiment 1. There were four types of targets, with two
targets for each type (based on different look–accent combina-
tions) involved in a discussion. The procedure was generally
identical to Experiment 1; however, 96 statements were used in the
matching task (48 new statements and 48 statements known from
the discussion part). Because the additional prestudy found no
effects of statement set, only one sample of old–new statements
was used. The division of phrases as old or new was arbitrary.

Results

As is shown in Table B1, depending on five different sources
(four types of targets and new statements) assignment to six

Table 1
Parameter Estimation and 90% Confidence Intervals (CIs) for
Baseline Model Including Both Conditions (Only Face and Only
Voice) in Experiment 1

Parameter

Face condition Voice condition

Estimate CI Estimate CI

DI � DG .72a .69, .75 .63b .60, .66
DN .72a .69, .75 .63b .60, .66
dI .49 .33, .66 .51 .32, .69
dG .48 .29, .66 .56 .42, .69
cI .30 .25, .36 .21 .16, .27
cG .29 .24, .35 .27 .21, .33
a .48 .36, .61 .57 .46, .68
b .16c .14, .19 .16c .14, .19

Note. I � Italian targets; G � German targets; N � distractors; DI, DG,

DN � parameters of item discrimination; dI, dG � parameters of category
discrimination; cI, cG � parameters of person discrimination; a � proba-
bility of guessing Category Italian; b � probability of guessing a statement
is old. Parameters with the same superscript were set equal.
a Parameters set equal. b Parameters set equal. c Parameters set equal.
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different sources is possible: correct assignment or assignment to
any of the five sources. The parameters, or contributing cognitive
processes, are similar to those already introduced in Experiment 1
with additions due to the increase in categories.

Specifically, the already known parameters were distractor (DN)
and item detection (Dii, Dig, Dgi, Dgg),5 item status guessing
(parameter b), person memory (parameter c), and guessing the
person within the relative subgroup (fixed parameter 1/n). Addi-
tionally, there were several types of category memory in addition
to reconstructive category guessing. For category memory, we
differentiated between three different cognitive processes, repre-
sented by three different parameters: Parameter dvf (looks, accent:
subgroup memory), that is, joined memory for both the looks and
accent category; parameter df (looks, not accent) exclusive mem-
ory for the looks category; and finally, parameter dvnf (not looks,
but accent), exclusive accent memory. Reconstructive category
guessing, represented by parameter a, corresponds to the bias to
choose a speaker from a certain social category instead of another,
when there is no actual memory for this specific speaker or his
category. The two a parameters signify category guessing based on
two sources, namely, category guessing based on accents and
category guessing based on looks.

Units of analysis were the frequencies of the 29 possible an-
swers (see Table B1 for the data matrix). From the initial model
with 38 parameters, we computed the best fitting baseline model
that had a satisfactory goodness of fit, �2(3, N � 3168) � 1.05,
p � .79 (see Table 2).6 Following the rationale of our model, we
started by testing person memory (parameter c) for the same accent
group. After setting parameters equal, there was no significant loss
of fit, ��2(2, N � 3168) � 4.97, p � .08, indicating that there was
no statistically significant difference in person memory (i.e.,
Italian- vs. German-looking targets) within the same accent group.
However, after constraining all person memory parameters to be
equal, there was a significant loss in fit, ��2(1, N � 3168) �
27.56, p � .001. This finding indicates that targets who spoke
German with an Italian accent (c � .18) were remembered less
well than targets who spoke standard German (c � .41). Even
though rather low, target memory for targets with an Italian accent
was significantly different from zero, ��2(1, N � 3168) � 30.93,
p � .001. This failure to remember the Italian accent-speaking
targets on an individual basis compared with the standard German-
speaking targets indicates an outgroup homogeneity effect. Inter-
estingly, this effect was found only based on the way the targets
spoke, but independently of their looks. The lack of outgroup
homogeneity effect based on looks is a first point of support for
our hypothesis that accents inhibit ethnic categorization based on
looks.

To actually test the supremacy of accents in ethnic categoriza-
tion, we compared the different category memory parameters in a
stepwise manner. To begin with, we set parameters equal for three
different types of category memory. Specifically, after setting
equal the parameters for exclusive looks memory for the different
target types, ��2(3, N � 3168) � 1.24, p � .74, for subgroup
memory, ��2(3, N � 3168) � 1.21, p � .75, and finally exclusive
accent memory, ��2(3, N � 3168) � 2.66, p � .44, the model
preserved satisfactory goodness of fit. Thus, there was no differ-
ence between memories for the different target types. Subse-
quently, exclusive looks (df � .15) and subgroup memory (dvf �
.01) were set equal, resulting in no significant loss of model fit,

5 The abbreviations for four types of item memory are as follows: Dii �
Italian-looking and Italian “speaking” target; Dig � Italian-looking and
German “speaking” target; Dgi � German-looking and Italian “speaking”
target; Dgg � German-looking and German “speaking” target. This type of
abbreviation is kept constant throughout the present article.

6 In order to gain degrees of freedom, we set some parameters equal.
This procedure followed the rationale explained in Klauer et al. (2003) and
was adapted to our specific research questions. First, we set equal the
parameters for all German-speaking targets to the distractor recognition
parameter (i.e., Dig, Dgg, DN). Separately, the additional parameters D for
all Italian-speaking targets were set equal (setting all item-guessing param-
eters equal did not result in a satisfactory goodness of fit). Additional
degrees of freedom were obtained by constraining all parameters for
guessing the category looks to be equal (for all subgroups); the same was
done for guessing the category accent (for all subgroups). Finally, we set
all parameters for item status guessing (parameter b) equal.

Table 2
Parameter Estimates and 90% Confidence Intervals (CIs) for
Experiment 2

Process Parameter Estimates CI

Distractor recognition DN .75a .72, .78
Item recognition Dgg .75a .72, .78

Dig .75a .72, .78
Dgi .66b .62, .70
Dii .66b .62, .70

Item status guessing as old b .17c .13, .20
bgg .17c .13, .20
big .17c .13, .20
bgi .17c .13, .20
bii .17c .13, .20

Person memory cgg .47 .39, .55
cgi .15 .06, .24
cig .36 .28, .44
cii .22 .13, .31

Exclusive accent memory dggvnf .58 .32, .83
dgivnf .64 .36, .92
digvnf .49 .28, .70
diivnf .51 .19, .83

Exclusive looks memory dggf .18 .01, .36
dgif .09 .07, .25
digf .19 .07, .45
diif .23 .02, .49

Subgroup memory dggvf .01 .002, .02
dgivf .09 .003, .24
digvf .11 .09, .19
diivf .25 .06, .46

Category guessing accent agg1 .63d .51, .75
agi1 .63d .51, .75
aig1 .63d .51, .75
aii1 .63d .51, .75
avf .63d .51, .75
avnf .63d .51, .75

Category guessing looks af .47e .35, .59
agg2 .47e .35, .59
agi2 .47e .35, .59
aig2 .47e .35, .59
aii2 .47e .35, .59

Person guessing 1/n .50 constant

Note. DN � parameter of item discrimination; gg � target with German looks
who spoke standard German; ig � target with Italian looks who spoke standard
German; gi � target with German looks who spoke German with Italian accent;
ii � target with Italian looks who spoke German with Italian accent.
a Parameters set equal. b Parameters set equal. c Parameters set equal.
d Parameters set equal. e Parameters set equal.
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��2(1, N � 3168) � 0.20, p � .65. More important, after setting
equal the joint parameter of exclusive looks and subgroup memory
with exclusive accent memory, there was a significant loss of
goodness of fit, ��2(1, N � 3168) � 39.38, p � .001, indicating
better exclusive memory for accents (dvnf � .46) than for looks
(df � .15), in line with our main hypothesis. Specifically, regard-
ing memory for social categories, participants made no differen-
tiation between different types of targets, but they did discriminate
them on the basis of their accents to a significantly stronger degree
than on the basis of their looks. Exclusive looks memory was
small, but differed significantly from zero, ��2(1, N � 3168) �
10.70, p � .001, indicating that even though significantly lower
than accent memory, there was some face category memory.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 2 confirmed the hypothesis based on
ELIT: Accents provide more relevant information in directing
categorization when compared with looks. Accordingly, partici-
pants relied mainly on how targets spoke to create categories. This
was the case even though the targets’ looks were presented in the
discussion and matching task, whereas accent was presented only
during the discussion part. This shows that the initial information
about targets was so important to the participants that it persisted
till the end of the matching task, even in the absence of accents
during this task. In addition, person memory shows the same
pattern, demonstrating that it was practically irrelevant for the
participants what the target looked like; instead, they relied only on
the way the target spoke to assign him to a given category. This
categorization was spontaneous, because participants were only
told to observe a discussion and to form an impression of targets
as a group. So even if not asked to, participants still categorized the
targets on the basis of ethnicity, and they did so using the most
important information to them, namely, accent. Unlike person
memory, category memory did not differ between different targets
(i.e., German or Italian), though category memory for accents was
superior to category memory for faces. Additional evidence of the
importance of accents in ethnic perception and categorization was
found in the outgroup homogeneity effect, within the person mem-
ory based on accent (i.e., lower for targets speaking with an Italian
accent). The fact that we were able to show these findings using
the validated multinomial model rules out the potential concern
that they are due to stimulus sampling because that has been shown
to affect person memory, not category memory.

General Discussion

Social categorization seems to be a spontaneous social phenom-
enon, often underlying other processes such as stereotyping. In the
present article, we offered an original approach to this subject by
using accents as cues for categorization. The category ethnicity is
considered one of the primary social categories next to gender and
age. Additionally, it is linked very strongly theoretically to lan-
guage (e.g., Giles, 1977; D. M. Taylor et al., 1973).

Our first experiment set the stage for the main one. Using a
WSW paradigm, we demonstrated that the category ethnicity is
spontaneously and equally strongly activated when using visual
(i.e., typical Italian vs. German look) or auditory stimuli (i.e.,
speaking standard German vs. German with an Italian accent). We

thus provided empirical evidence for a language-ethnicity bond by
showing that social targets were categorized into “standard Ger-
man speakers” versus “speakers with an Italian accent.” To our
knowledge, this is the first study demonstrating that accents heard
during a discussion provide the basis for social categorization
obtained during a matching task in the absence of those accents.

In the second experiment, we investigated the outcome of cat-
egorization based on ethnicity by crossing visual (typical looks)
and auditory category information (accents). In this way, there was
ethnic information both in visual and auditory stimuli, though
category information on the two channels was not always congru-
ent (e.g., there were German-looking targets speaking with an
Italian accent). On the basis of ethnolinguistic identity theory,
ELIT (Giles et al., 1977; Giles & Coupland, 1991; Giles &
Johnson, 1981, 1987), we predicted that categorization would be
driven by accents (i.e., language). According to our results, it was
rather irrelevant for participants what targets looked like; it mainly
mattered whether they were speaking with an accent or not. In this
case, it was almost as if participants became blind to the visual
category information in the presence of more meaningful auditory
category information. This pattern of findings was shown using
parameter estimates in a multinomial model analysis.

One could argue that the salience of these two presentation
modalities may be different to start with. Despite the fact that
intuitively, one could say that a typical German and an Italian-
looking target differ less than two speakers who speak with or
without an accent, the results of Experiment 1 indicated otherwise.
When only looks or only accent indicated ethnicity, categorization
based on looks appeared equally strong as categorization based on
accents. Our pretests also indicated that, subjectively, the differ-
ence between the two groups with regard to looks was identical to
their difference with regard to accents. Moreover, looks actually
had an advantage over accents in our paradigm because they were
present in both tasks, during the discussion and during matching,
whereas the accent was present only during the discussion. This
indicates that targets were categorized online during the discus-
sion, and by the time the matching task came, participants did not
need the accent for social categorization anymore. Future studies
should test the generalizability of these findings in different con-
texts, such as with use of African American and White faces in
addition to different accents. One could argue that in this case,
visual differences would exceed differences between accents. In
contrast, based on the finding that children prefer friends who
belong to the same accent group independent of their race (Kinzler
et al., 2009), one could predict the same pattern of the results as
reported above. In a European context, a meaningful comparison
would be between African American and White faces, on the one
hand, crossed with American versus French accents. We think it is
an open question whether the visual differences would indeed be
the more meaningful basis for categorization in that case.

A surprising finding of our pretest was that people were hardly
able to tell whether two different statements heard in immediate
succession were made by the same or different speakers. This
points out that people are generally very bad at distinguishing
unknown voices from one another. It is often assumed that un-
known faces can easily be recognized. Instead, recent research has
shown that this is not true (e.g., Hancock, Bruce, & Burton, 2000;
Megreya & Burton, 2008). If the same picture is shown twice, the
person is easily recognized. However, for two different pictures of
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the same unfamiliar person, recognition rates were extremely low.
Basic research that compares voice and face perception with
unknown stimuli still needs to be conducted.

Given our main conclusion that accents appear to mitigate the
role of looks for ethnicity categorization, it is crucial to discuss in
how far this finding might be limited to the specific stimuli used
here. First, it is important to ensure that the two categories of faces
used are not closer to each other on the true underlying face
dimension than the accents are on the true underlying accent
dimension. We have two pieces of evidence that speak against this
potential pitfall: On the one hand, our pretest ratings on how
German and Italian each face and accent appeared did not differ
between faces and accents, demonstrating that subjective ratings of
the between-category distances are comparable for faces and ac-
cents. On the other hand, in Experiment 1 and two further preex-
periments, in the presence of only the faces or only the accents,
ethnicity categorization was almost identical along both dimen-
sions (and far from a ceiling or floor effect), yielding experimental
evidence that people comparably relied on each dimension for
categorization. We presently cannot think of stronger evidence that
the distances between categories are similar.

A second potential stimulus-sampling problem is more difficult
to rule out: If the within-category similarity is smaller for voices/
accents than for faces, category memory could be enhanced for the
former dimension because the difficulty to distinguish individuals
within each category is increased. This is a serious potential
limitation of the traditional WSW paradigm procedure comparing
only within- and between-category errors, but it is ruled out in
Experiment 2 by using the multinomial model of the WSW para-
digm for data analysis. Increasing or decreasing the within-
category similarity selectively affects person memory and leaves
category memory unchanged (Klauer & Wegener, 1998, Experi-
ment 5). Our interpretations rest precisely on this category memory
parameter. In this regard, our research is a perfect demonstration of
just how useful model-based analyses are: Unless a model is used
where category memory can be estimated separately from person
memory, it is very difficult to conclude that one categorical di-
mension affects memory more than another. An additional illus-
tration for this is our finding that in the pretest rating of voices,
German native speakers were perceived as more similar than
Italian native speakers. In contrast, our person memory (Experi-
ment 2) findings indicated an outgroup homogeneity effect based
on accent: Person memory was lower for those speaking with an
Italian accent, demonstrating that not objective stimulus features
but sociopsychological processes determine memorability.

What can we conclude from our findings? Clearly, language is
a very important and extremely powerful tool in person perception
and categorization, and it is diagnostic of many characteristics
(e.g., ethnic background, personality traits, etc.). As the Romanian
philosopher Emil Cioran (1987) once said: “We inhabit a language
rather than a country” (section 7). It becomes apparent, then, that
manipulating language can provide new insights into processes of
categorization, stereotyping, and even person perception (cf.
Schweinberger, Robertson, & Kaufmann, 2007). Schweinberger et
al. showed that familiar voices are more easily recognized when
presented with time-synchronized articulating faces rather than
mere face pictures, indicating that audiovisual integration is com-
plex and of central importance in understanding how we perceive
others.

Our findings provide strong support for ELIT (Giles, 1977;
Giles & Johnson, 1981, 1987). Over and above providing empir-
ical evidence for the language-ethnicity bond, we were also able to
show that in case of categorization, language (i.e., accents) plays
the central role. It has long been known that individuals change
their manner of speaking to make their group identification more
or less salient and that their attitudes and usage of a given language
are strongly linked to identification with a group using this lan-
guage. Here, we went one step farther and showed that language
cues are used to make sense of others and to categorize them.
Indeed, what better and more reliable way of categorization could
there be than to listen to language, an inevitable medium of almost
every communication? At this point, it remains unclear whether
people who have knowledge of the Italian language would be more
precise in categorizing than those who do not. In our case, partic-
ipants did not have any, or only very little, knowledge and expe-
rience with the Italian language. However, chances are that people
in possession of more differentiated knowledge would be better at
detecting smaller differences between, for example, Italian and
Spanish accents in German, but both would be infallible in detect-
ing divergences from standard German in the direction of another
language (e.g., Spanish or Italian) and divergences that are made
within their native language (e.g., a Bavarian dialect). In other
words, future studies should try to test the influence of individual
expertise in categorization. It is realistic to assume that people
having expertise in a dialect or language are more sensitive in
perceiving even smaller variations, whereas for nonexperts, these
variations would probably pass unnoticed.

Our work provides a basis for future studies on (cross-) catego-
rization. More important, we show that a given category, in our
case ethnicity, can be presented with visual as well as auditory
stimuli. Still, accents appear to be the “privileged” channel for
indicating ethnicity. Bearing this in mind, it is undoubtedly im-
portant to include accents in future studies, because they seem to
be very natural, subtle, and yet extremely powerful agents of social
perception and categorization.

To date, there has been little research about multichannel pre-
sentation of the same category information. To some extent, dif-
ferent category presentations have been used by Klauer and col-
leagues (2003). They varied the context relevance (e.g., Hewstone
et al., 1991; van Knippenberg et al., 1994) of the categories age
and gender either by varying stereotypical statements that targets
made or by showing pictures clearly indicating different targets
(e.g., old-male). When using visual stimuli to present categories,
exclusive gender memory was superior to age memory, but the
opposite was true when categories were presented verbally (i.e., in
the form of stereotypical statements). This finding shows that the
stimulus type for category presentation (in this case, context rel-
evance by either visual or verbal stimuli) also influences the
outcome of cross-categorization. Similarly, Kurzban and col-
leagues (2001) showed that race can be erased by making basket-
ball teams salient (with the use of pro arguments concerning a
given topic and by sharing the same outfit). We extended their
findings by showing that typical looks (German vs. Italian) can be
erased quite well if in addition, language cues are provided. In
other words, whereas Kurzban et al. (2001) showed that a cross-
category can be erased by making a different category salient, we
showed that even information pertaining to the same category
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(ethnicity) can be almost erased if that category is presented on a
more meaningful channel (accent).

Our findings are in line with the theory that postulates the use of
the first meaningful category (or information) and the inhibition of
less meaningful ones (cf. Stangor et al., 1992). Apparently, lan-
guage is a more solid basis for social categorization than looks, at
least in the present case. Admittedly, this might differ given Black
versus White targets who speak with typical Black versus White
accents. Following our findings, it might be assumed that preex-
isting cognitive prototypes could be adjusted on the basis of strong,
even conflicting information provided by the accent. In other
words, the face that was initially perceived as prototypically Ger-
man might be assimilated with other “Italian” targets due to the
prototypical Italian accent. This would lead to more differentiated
representations of a given category, Italian in our case (i.e., it
would be activated that not all Italians have dark eyes and hair).

Recent research is increasingly taking into account that individ-
uals belong to multiple social categories at the same time (Crisp &
Hewstone, 2007). Some of these categories are correlated, whereas
others are independent, and all form a hierarchy (Hornsey & Hogg,
2000; Mummendey & Wenzel, 1999)—where those who belong to
the same category on one level (e.g., Germans) belong to different
categories on a lower level (e.g., Bavarians vs. northern Germans).
Thus, the social-constructionist nature of social categories must be
taken into account in respective research. By implication, the
simplified stimuli presented in empirical investigations may create
the very circumstances under which certain social categories be-
come most important. For instance, pictures of fair-haired persons
versus pictures of dark-looking persons presented in an experiment
may provoke an ingroup– outgroup categorization effect that
would not be replicated given the complexity of real social en-
counters, as our findings demonstrate.

A specificity of accents as a source of information is that accents
allow much more differentiation within an ingroup than looks do.
Whereas all our “German” speakers spoke standard German, a
more realistic scenario would be varying their accents, too. For
instance, in a U.S. context, it is unclear whether ingroup–outgroup
social categorization based on accents is observed at all if ingroup
members speak with a midwestern, southern, or eastern accent. In
other words, it is possible that the social categories that appear to
be privileged are not privileged due to their importance for people,
but due to the materials used in categorization studies. The prin-
cipal advantage that accents offer is their subtle, yet very differ-
entiated presence in everyday communication. Therefore, accents
give researchers the possibility to make more distinctive groups
without making them appear artificial, because hearing different
regional accents, including, for example, a Bavarian accent in
German, is more common than seeing people wearing leather
trousers while drinking huge beers (e.g., in the case of stereotyp-
ical Bavarians). Future research using accents will show whether
established findings generalize to these stimuli and in how far
theories on social categorization need to be refined to incorporate
these findings.

One reason why visual stimuli have been used in the majority of
studies is probably the dominance of the visual sense in humans,
mirrored in the dominance of vision research in the field of
perception. This is probably why many instruments (e.g., medical,
etc.) have visual indicators of measures. Whereas a self-imposed
restriction to visual stimuli may make sense in many areas of

social psychology, our findings show that social categorization
may be dominated by other stimuli, in the present case, auditory
ones. Hence, if we are to gain greater external validity to our
findings, we should pay attention to the question of what kind of
stimuli we use to present certain categories.

What do these findings mean for everyday life? Many migrants
try hard to adapt their clothing, behavior, and look to the host
country. But even though one may try hard to learn the language
of the host country well, an accent from one’s native language is
extremely hard to lose (v. Humboldt, 1836; see also Gluszek &
Dovidio, 2010). Our findings confirm from a social psychological
perspective that language is the main avenue to integration, an idea
that is well established from a sociological point of view (e.g.,
Esser, 2006). Even though our targets spoke error-free German, the
mere presence of an Italian accent was enough to categorize them
as Italians (and therefore, as possible outgroup members). Thus,
the threshold for true integration may be extremely high and,
according to findings on language learning, not obtainable for
adults. To conclude: We should not forget that language is the
primary tool we use while regularly communicating with the world
outside, and language should therefore be represented more in
social psychological studies. Luckily, technical progress today
allows improving ecological validity in this way without sacrific-
ing experimental control.
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Appendix A

Table A1
Source/Assignment Frequencies for the Face Condition in Experiment 1

Source

Assignment to:

The correct target

An incorrect target from set of

Italian looks German looks The set of new items

Italian looks 1 (N � 229) 2 (N � 214) 3 (N � 111) 4 (N � 166)
German looks 5 (N � 228) 6 (N � 108) 7 (N � 217) 8 (N � 167)
New 9 (N � 32) 10 (N � 34) 11 (N � 1,374)

Note. The response categories are numbered from 1 to 9 with respective frequencies of assignments summed over
participants.

Table A2
Source/Assignment Frequencies for the Voice Condition in Experiment 1

Source

Assignment to:

The correct speaker

An incorrect speaker from set of

Italian accent German accent The set of new items

Italian accent 1 (N � 186) 2 (N � 247) 3 (N � 99) 4 (N � 188)
German accent 5 (N � 196) 6 (N � 109) 7 (N � 206) 8 (N � 209)
New 9 (N � 44) 10 (N � 33) 11 (N � 1,363)

Note. The response categories are numbered from 1 to 9 with respective frequencies.

Appendix B

Table B1
Source/Assignment Frequencies for Experiment 2

Source

Assignment to:

The correct
speaker

An incorrect speaker from set of

Italian looks,
Italian accent

German looks,
Italian accent

Italian looks,
German accent

German looks,
German accent

The set of new
items

Italian looks, Italian
accent 1 (N � 106) 2 (N � 50) 3 (N � 74) 4 (N � 30) 5 (N � 19) 6 (N � 118)

German looks, Italian
accent 7 (N � 95) 8 (N � 98) 9 (N � 54) 10 (N � 17) 11 (N � 26) 12 (N � 106)

Italian looks, German
accent 13 (N � 146) 14 (N � 41) 15 (N � 32) 16 (N � 39) 17 (N � 59) 18 (N � 80)

German looks, German
accent 19 (N � 172) 20 (N � 21) 21 (N � 34) 22 (N � 52) 23 (N � 33) 24 (N � 84)

New 25 (N � 20) 26 (N � 21) 27 (N � 11) 28 (N � 13) 29 (N � 1,517)

Note. The response categories are numbered from 1 to 29 with respective frequencies.
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